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Brand Refresh
Square 9 unveils a new
corporate branding strategy,
signifying continued
innovation.
Find out more.

Fast Square 9 Facts
• Founded in 2006 in the
historic 9th Square District
of New Haven, CT
• Our mission is to drive
cost-effective efficiency
and productivity across all
business applications
• Over 13.5K global
installations, with 360
reseller channel partners
• 865% growth over a five
year period
• 5 year CAGR is 76.2%,
more than 15 times the
industry standard
• Award winning history
o

5 star 2015 BLI rating

o

2015 BLI Summer Pick
Award, Outstanding
Document Management
Solution

o

#1 fastest growing
software co. in
Connecticut by CTC

o

o

#1 fastest growing urban

Buyers Lab Awards Square 9®’s SmartSearch 4.2
2015 Summer Pick for Outstanding Document Management
BLI Evaluation Calls Latest SmartSearch Version “Wiser than Ever”

NEW HAVEN, CONN., September 17, 2015 – Square 9® Softworks, a leading developer of innovative,
business-centric software solutions, announced today that Buyers Laboratory LLC (BLI), the world’s
leading independent evaluator of document imaging products and solutions, has awarded Square 9’s
SmartSearch 4.2 the 2015 Summer Pick Award.
According to the independent evaluation, unlike most products in its class, SmartSearch 4.2 is an
extremely cost-effective, yet full-featured document management system, earning the BLI Summer 2015
Pick Award for “Outstanding Document Management Solution.” The Pick Award extends to both
SmartSearch 4.2 Professional, aimed at small and mid-sized organizations, and SmartSearch 4.2
Corporate, suitable for larger enterprises.
“SmartSearch is one of the few document management solutions that can be ideal for both large and
small organizations,” said BLI Senior Editor, Jamie Bsales. “Unlike many document management systems,
SmartSearch includes most functionality in the standard product, rather than requiring extra-cost addons. This makes SmartSearch much less expensive when matched feature-for-feature with other leading
systems. Square 9’s SmartSearch has demonstrated to BLI its ability to satisfy complex business needs,
streamline daily processes and increase productivity.”
Referring to SmartSearch 4.2 as “Wiser than Ever,” BLI awarded Square 9 for the Summer 2015 Pick in
large part due to the solution’s intuitive user interface and easy-to-use workflow design tools for
automated business processes. BLI also noted the software’s embedded MFP applets and connectors for
leading middleware packages, enabling the indexing of scanned documents at the control panel of leading
MFP brands.
“On behalf of the entire Square 9 team, we are thrilled that BLI has once again recognized our
achievements in product innovation,” said Stephen Young, President and CEO of Square 9 Softworks. “Our
2015 R&D efforts have been keenly focused on meeting the web-based demands of the global community
through the introduction of a rich blend of browser-based features in SmartSearch 4.2. The result is a
more powerful and extensible solution that maintains the flexibility and ease of use our end-user
community expects.”
About BLI Pick Awards:
Twice a year with its Pick awards, BLI gives special recognition to the hardware and software products that
provided the most outstanding performances in BLI’s unique evaluations. Software solutions undergo an indepth hands-on review that focuses on key attributes for a solution’s target market and compares how well
the product stacks up against leading competitors. Pick winners rise above the competition in key areas such
as value, feature set, ease of use, ease of administration, hardware compatibility, software integration,
security and support.
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About Square 9 Softworks:

#1650 fastest-growing

For document-intensive companies looking to challenge the definition of business efficiency, Square 9
Softworks develops award-winning, next generation solutions for process automation that drive increased
productivity across all business applications. Delivering the unique tools that streamline process
performance, we save both time and money, contributing to the overall growth and success of your business,
so you can spend more time doing the things that matter most. Simplifying business. Simplifying life.

company in America on
Inc. 5000 list
Square 9 Softworks
129 Church Street
New Haven, CT 06510
203.789.0889
www.square-9.com

Square 9 distributes its solutions internationally through a network of highly skilled channel partners from
its corporate offices in New Haven, Connecticut. For further information, please visit www.square-9.com.

Simplifying Business. Simplifying Life.
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